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New Release
Australian Author

JOHN CAMILLO
A lifetime of observations and pondering the ‘ineffable’s’ and the ‘inscrutable’s’ finally led
John Camillo to seek clarity through writing. While he is happy enough with the satisfaction
of completing projects in fiction, poetry and drama, he is game enough to launch into the
public domain and share the inspirations that have obsessed his mind along the way. Make
of them what you will.

The ORPHAN and the Albatross
Tommy, an orphan, escapes the fire of London on a cargo ship which is then plundered by
pirates…he is captured and taken to their haven, hidden in the wilds of a jungle. Short
Shanks, a wild and crazy pirate, visits the haven while his ship is refurbished to his higher
standards. Tommy hides on Short Shanks ship but is found and cast adrift in a lifeboat by
the surly Captain.
A young albatross finds safety with Tommy, amid the vast waters, beginning a relationship
that would last across time.
Through growing up on an island with natives terrified of cosmic forces, to further tragic
adventures on doomed vessels of the sea and a life immersed in death beyond the shadows
and living as a hermit for 150 years with only a mind of tortured memories…
Tommy shares his story with a young man who happens to be a distant descendant and the
dark spell over him is broken.
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